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The Dip
Draws on laboratory research to redefine love as a scientifically based response to
moments of connection between people, demonstrating how to measure and
strengthen one's capacity for experiencing love to improve overall health and
longevity.

Your Story Is Your Power
“Required reading for professionals—and aspiring professionals—of all levels.”
—Shirley Ann Jackson, President of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and Former
Chairman of U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Robert C. Pozen, one of the
business world’s most successful—and productive—executives, reveals the
surprising secrets to workplace productivity and high performance. It's far too easy
for working professionals to become overwhelmed by a pile of time-sensitive
projects, a backlog of emails, and endless meetings. In order to be truly
productive, they must make a critical shift in mindset from hours worked to results
produced. With Extreme Productivity, Pozen explains how individuals can maximize
their time and energy by determining and focusing on their highest priorities. He
also provides a toolkit of practical tips and techniques to help professionals at all
stages of their careers maximize their time at work. This essential handbook
empowers every person with proven methods for prioritizing their time to achieve
high-impact results and refine their career goals for long-term success, all while
leading a full and meaningful personal life as well.

The Gift of Grit
Grow Your Grit—How You Can Develop the Critical Ingredient for Success
Grit—defined as our perseverance and passion for long-term goals—is now
recognized as one of the key determinants for achievement and life satisfaction. In
an age that provides us with a never-ending stream of distractions and quick-andeasy solutions, how do we build this essential quality? “This book is designed to
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help you screen out the spam of life and cultivate authentic grit in every setting,”
writes Caroline Miller. With Getting Grit, this bestselling author brings you an
information-rich and practical guide for developing the qualities needed to
persevere over obstacles—not just toughness and passion, but also humility,
patience, and kindness. Join her as she shares research-based insights and
practices on: • Learning grit—how you can enhance your willpower and rewire your
brain for resilience • The key traits of gritty people—what the latest research
reveals • The three kinds of “false grit” and how to recognize them in yourself •
The courage to fail—tools for turning your setbacks into your greatest teachers •
Daring to dream big—guidance for building your capacity to take risks and aim
higher • No one succeeds alone—tips for gathering your support team and
inspiring others • The role of self-compassion, gratitude, and spirituality in building
grit “I’ve come to believe that gritty behavior is a positive force that does more
than help us rise to our own challenges,” writes Caroline Miller. “When we embody
the best qualities of grit, we become a role model for others who want to become
better people, and help them awaken greater possibilities for themselves.”
Whether you’re seeking to grow beyond your limits at work, at home, on the
sporting field, or in any leadership role, Getting Grit is a powerful resource to help
you bring out the qualities that will help you succeed and thrive.

A Woman Defined
Being the daughter of a scientist who frequently told her of her lack of “genius,”
Angela Duckworth has become a celebrated researcher and professor whose eyeopening track in teaching, business consulting, and neuroscience led her to her
theory about the true driver of success: a unique combination of passion and longterm perseverance. In her book, Grit, she talks about her first days at West Point,
about teachers in some of the toughest high schools, and about young finalists in
the National Spelling Bee. She provides absorbing insights based on history and
what we can learn from modern experiments in peak performance. She also shares
what she had learned from dozens of high achievers, from Jamie Dimon, the CEO of
JP Morgan, to Bob Mankoff, the New Yorker cartoon editor, to Pete Carroll, coach of
Seattle Seahawks.

Helping Children Succeed
A veteran mountaineer recalls some of his most dangerous climbs as he pursued
the goal of reaching the summit of the world's fourteen 8,000-meter peaks,
discussing some of his own close calls and rescues, and errors in judgment on the
part of fellow climbers.

Extreme Productivity
The hidden brain is the voice in our ear when we make the most important
decisions in our lives—but we’re never aware of it. The hidden brain decides whom
we fall in love with and whom we hate. It tells us to vote for the white candidate
and convict the dark-skinned defendant, to hire the thin woman but pay her less
than the man doing the same job. It can direct us to safety when disaster strikes
and move us to extraordinary acts of altruism. But it can also be manipulated to
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turn an ordinary person into a suicide terrorist or a group of bystanders into a mob.
In a series of compulsively readable narratives, Shankar Vedantam journeys
through the latest discoveries in neuroscience, psychology, and behavioral science
to uncover the darkest corner of our minds and its decisive impact on the choices
we make as individuals and as a society. Filled with fascinating characters,
dramatic storytelling, and cutting-edge science, this is an engrossing exploration of
the secrets our brains keep from us—and how they are revealed.

Grit
Child prodigies. Gifted and Talented Programs. Perfect 2400s on the SAT.
Sometimes it feels like the world is conspiring to make the rest of us feel
inadequate. Those children tapped as possessing special abilities will go on to
achieve great things, while the rest of us have little chance of realizing our dreams.
Right? In Ungifted, cognitive psychologist Scott Barry Kaufman—who was relegated
to special education as a child—sets out to show that the way we interpret
traditional metrics of intelligence is misguided. Kaufman explores the latest
research in genetics and neuroscience, as well as evolutionary, developmental,
social, positive, and cognitive psychology, to challenge the conventional wisdom
about the childhood predictors of adult success. He reveals that there are many
paths to greatness, and argues for a more holistic approach to achievement that
takes into account each young person's personal goals, individual psychology, and
developmental trajectory. In so doing, he increases our appreciation for the
intelligence and diverse strengths of prodigies, savants, and late bloomers, as well
as those with dyslexia, autism, schizophrenia, and ADHD. Combining original
research, anecdotes, and a singular compassion, Ungifted proves that
anyone—even those without readily observable gifts at any single moment in
time—can become great.

Getting Grit
HOW DO YOU DEFINE YOURSELF? IN A VERY REAL SENSE, we define ourselves
through our stories. If we can truly understand the stories that made us the women
we are, including the motivations behind our actions and thoughts, we can take
charge of how our future unfolds. WHAT IS AT THE HEART OF YOUR STORY? Follow
the prompts, tools, questions, and advice through a labyrinth of self-discovery to
reach the center of your voice, your power, your truth. And then learn how to share
that story—and all of your Feminine Power—with a world that needs to hear it.

Summary: Grit: The Power of Passion and Perseverance
"A Good Business Book offers a ton of value for less than thirty dollars and a few
hours of attention. And a greatbusiness book can change your life. It's not easy to
find those gems, though, in the endless stream of new books. Jack Covert, Todd
Sattersten, and Sally Haldorson, with a combined sixty years in the business book
industry, have made it their job to be that filter. They've taken on the ultimate
challenge - to reread the classics the bestsellers, and the sleepers and choose the
hundred most relevant, most revealing, most useful books in business history. Now
updated with five new reviews, The 100 Best Business Books of All Timehighlights
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important takeaways and puts each book in context so that you can quickly find
solutions to your current situation. At the end of each review, you'll find
recommendations for other books (both inside and outside the top 100) that you
should read next. Sprinkled throughout are sidebars that take you beyond business
books to movies, novels, and children's books. You'll find a fresh look at classics
such as Good to Great, The Essential Drucker, and The Tipping Point, as well as
recommendations that might surprise you. For instance- - Turn to page 16 for
BrenU Brown's words of inspiration. - Turn to page 34 to find out why Dr. Seuss
isn't just for kids. - Turn to page 248 to learn Eric Ries's groundbreaking approach
to entrepreneurship. The 100 Bestwill help anyone, from entry-level worker to CEO,
cut through the clutter and discover the business books that are truly worth their
time. www.100bestbiz.com"

Diversity, Inc.
“Drop the flashcards—grit, character, and curiosity matter even more than
cognitive skills. A persuasive wake-up call.”—People Why do some children
succeed while others fail? The story we usually tell about childhood and success is
the one about intelligence: success comes to those who score highest on tests,
from preschool admissions to SATs. But in How Children Succeed, Paul Tough
argues that the qualities that matter more have to do with character: skills like
perseverance, curiosity, optimism, and self-control. How Children Succeed
introduces us to a new generation of researchers and educators, who, for the first
time, are using the tools of science to peel back the mysteries of character.
Through their stories—and the stories of the children they are trying to
help—Tough reveals how this new knowledge can transform young people’s lives.
He uncovers the surprising ways in which parents do—and do not—prepare their
children for adulthood. And he provides us with new insights into how to improve
the lives of children growing up in poverty. This provocative and profoundly
hopeful book will not only inspire and engage readers, it will also change our
understanding of childhood itself. “Illuminates the extremes of American
childhood: for rich kids, a safety net drawn so tight it’s a harness; for poor kids,
almost nothing to break their fall.”—New York Times “I learned so much reading
this book and I came away full of hope about how we can make life better for all
kinds of kids.”—Slate

Grit
Summary and Analysis of Grit: The Power of Passion and
Perseverance
Featured in the #1 spot in 2019 "Get Motivated" podcasts on Apple Podcasts •
Nominated for a Webby Award for Best Business Podcast "Heller pivots effortlessly
from encouraging readers to accept “miraculous changes,” find their bliss, and
examine their authentic selves to practical tips for building mass marketing email
distribution lists and identifying web-based social media and teaching portals that
allow small-business owners to capture additional revenueboth approachable and
incisive." —Booklist From the creator of the #1 podcast "Don't Keep Your Day Job,"
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an inspiring book about turning your passion into profit The pursuit of happiness is
all about finding our purpose. We don't want to just go to work and build someone
else’s dream, we want to do our life's work. But how do we find out what we’re
supposed to contribute? What are those key ingredients that push those who
succeed to launch their ideas high into the sky, while the rest of us remain stuck
on the ground? Don’t Keep Your Day Job will get you fired up, ready to rip it open
and use your zone of genius to add a little more sparkle to this world. Cathy Heller,
host of the popular podcast Don’t Keep Your Day Job, shares wisdom, anecdotes,
and practical suggestions from successful creative entrepreneurs and experts,
including actress Jenna Fischer on rejection, Gretchen Rubin on the keys to
happiness, Jen Sincero on having your best badass life, and so much more. You’ll
learn essential steps like how to build your side hustle, how to find your tribe, how
to reach for what you truly deserve, and how to ultimately turn your passion into
profit and build a life you love.

Grit: Young Reader's Edition
So much to read, so little time? This brief overview of Grit tells you what you need
to know—before or after you read Angela Duckworth’s book. Crafted and edited
with care, Worth Books set the standard for quality and give you the tools you
need to be a well-informed reader. This short summary and analysis of Grit by
Angela Duckworth includes: Historical context Chapter-by-chapter summaries
Important quotes Fascinating trivia Glossary of terms Supporting material to
enhance your understanding of the original work About Angela Duckworth’s Grit:
Psychologist Angela Duckworth blows the lid off of theories that suggest IQ and
socioeconomic status are the sole predictors of success. Not intellectually gifted,
according to her traditional, Asian-American father, Duckworth nevertheless
became a MacArthur “Genius.” Winning the award led her to reflect upon the
qualities that got her there: perseverance and passion. Interviewing dozens of the
world’s winners, Duckworth ventures into the playing fields of achievement,
speaking with CEOs and coaches, and visits West Point, competitive swim teams,
and even the National Spelling Bee to discover the common threads. Pulling from
history, as well as cutting-edge neuroscience and behavioral science, Grit offers
tips and advice for everyone—from parents to athletes to entrepreneurs—about
how getting gritty can help you to succeed. The summary and analysis in this
ebook are intended to complement your reading experience and bring you closer
to a great work of nonfiction.

Grit
“A useful guide for parents or teachers looking for confirmation that passion and
persistence matter, and for inspiring models of how to cultivate these important
qualities.” —The Washington Post In this young readers edition of the instant New
York Times bestseller Grit, MacArthur Genius Award–winning professor Angela
Duckworth offers insights into who succeeds in life and why the secret to
achievement a special blend of passion and persistence she calls “grit.” The
daughter of a scientist who frequently noted her lack of “genius,” Angela
Duckworth is now a celebrated researcher and professor. It was her early eyeopening stints in teaching and neuroscience that led to her hypothesis about what
really drives success: not genius, but a unique combination of passion and longPage 5/17
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term perseverance. In Grit: Passion, Perseverance, and the Science of Success
Duckworth shows young people how they can achieve remarkable things not just
by relying on natural talent but by practicing a unique form of focused persistence.
She also teaches them how to be better at pursuing the small goals that will bring
joy into their everyday life. Drawing on her powerful personal story, Duckworth
describes how a youth spent smashing through every academic barrier resulted in
the hypothesis that the real predictor of success may not be inborn “talent” but a
special blend of resilience and single-mindedness. Through her descriptions of field
research at venues as various as the National Spelling Bee (where students who
score highest on the “Grit Scale” land in the final rounds) to work with Pete Carroll
coach of the Seattle Seahawks, who was building the grittiest culture in the NFL,
Duckworth shows how “grit” works in the real world. She also passes along insights
gleaned from interviews with dozens of high achievers including the New York
Times Crossword Editor, the Dean of Admissions at Harvard, and more.

Don't Keep Your Day Job
When positive psychologist Scott Barry Kaufman first discovered Maslow's
unfinished theory of transcendence, sprinkled throughout a cache of unpublished
journals, he felt a deep resonance with his own work and life. In this
groundbreaking book, Kaufman picks up where Maslow left off, unraveling the
mysteries of his unfinished theory, and integrating these ideas with the latest
research on attachment, connection, exploration, love, purpose and other building
blocks of a life well lived. Maslow's model provides a roadmap for finding purpose
and fulfillment--not by striving for money, success, or "happiness," but by
becoming the best version of ourselves, or what Maslow called self-actualization.
Transcend reveals a level of human potential that's even higher, which Maslow
termed "transcendence." Beyond individual fulfillment, this way of being--which
taps into the whole person-- connects us not only to our best self, but also to one
another. With never-before-published insights and new research findings, along
with thought-provoking examples and personality tests, this empowering book is a
manual for self-analysis and nurturing a deeper connection with our highest
potential-- and beyond.

Grit
SYNOPSIS: Grіt (2016) is about the elusive vіrtuе thаt аllоwѕ people to dо what
thеу lоvе, fіnd a рurроѕе іn lіfе аnd, most іmроrtаntlу, ѕtісk with іt lоng еnоugh fоr
thеm to trulу flourish. Find оut hоw you саn dіѕсоvеr your grіt and uѕе it tо fоllоw
your саllіng іn life - аnd tо hаng in there, еvеn when thе going gets tough. ABOUT
THЕ AUTHОR: Angеlа Duсkwоrth іѕ a psychology рrоfеѕѕоr frоm Pennsylvania and
thе founder оf the Character Lаb, аn institution thаt рrоmоtеѕ thе growth оf grіt in
Amеrісаn сulturе. Hеr еxреrtіѕе has been саllеd оn by thе Whіtе Hоuѕе аnd the
Wоrld Bаnk аѕ well as nаtіоnаl ѕроrtѕ teams and leading CEOѕ.DISCLAIMER: This
book is a SUMMARY. It is meant to be a companion, not a replacement, to the
original book. Please note that this summary is not authorized, licensed, approved,
or endorsed by the author or publisher of the main book. The author of this
summary is wholly responsible for the content of this summary and is not
associated with the original author or publisher of the main book. If you'd like to
purchase the original book, kindly search for the title in the search box.
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Grit
Grit to Great
In this instant New York Times bestseller, Angela Duckworth shows anyone striving
to succeed that the secret to outstanding achievement is not talent, but a special
blend of passion and persistence she calls “grit.” “Inspiration for non-geniuses
everywhere” (People). The daughter of a scientist who frequently noted her lack of
“genius,” Angela Duckworth is now a celebrated researcher and professor. It was
her early eye-opening stints in teaching, business consulting, and neuroscience
that led to her hypothesis about what really drives success: not genius, but a
unique combination of passion and long-term perseverance. In Grit, she takes us
into the field to visit cadets struggling through their first days at West Point,
teachers working in some of the toughest schools, and young finalists in the
National Spelling Bee. She also mines fascinating insights from history and shows
what can be gleaned from modern experiments in peak performance. Finally, she
shares what she’s learned from interviewing dozens of high achievers—from JP
Morgan CEO Jamie Dimon to New Yorker cartoon editor Bob Mankoff to Seattle
Seahawks Coach Pete Carroll. “Duckworth’s ideas about the cultivation of tenacity
have clearly changed some lives for the better” (The New York Times Book
Review). Among Grit’s most valuable insights: any effort you make ultimately
counts twice toward your goal; grit can be learned, regardless of IQ or
circumstances; when it comes to child-rearing, neither a warm embrace nor high
standards will work by themselves; how to trigger lifelong interest; the magic of
the Hard Thing Rule; and so much more. Winningly personal, insightful, and even
life-changing, Grit is a book about what goes through your head when you fall
down, and how that—not talent or luck—makes all the difference. This is “a
fascinating tour of the psychological research on success” (The Wall Street
Journal).

Master Your Time, Master Your Life
Work. Eat. Sleep. Repeat. Work. Eat. Sleep. Repeat. Work. Eat. Sleep. Repeat. Have
you ever sat at your desk and asked yourself, why am I here? Is this really all there
is? Believe me, it isn't. Over the past three decades, my generation created the
enormous machines we call multinational corporations. Today, over half of the
largest economies in the world are global businesses - controlled by the few, while
impacting the many. Business has the power to change the world. But what if we,
as individuals, had the power to change the world of business? We are in the age
of the intrapreneur: where mavericks and rebels bring their entrepreneurial
prowess to big business, to change it from the inside out and bottom up. The
Intrapreneur is the story of my dream to do exactly that and how you can too. For
over a decade, I led a team within one of the world’s largest global consulting
organisations – a corporate “guerrilla movement” working deep within the system,
to try to change the system. Our goals were huge: we wanted to revolutionise the
role of business in the aid and development sector and offer our skills and
expertise to not-for-profits in parts of the world with greatest need, but least
access. This was my dream but, until now, I have never admitted the personal toll
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that it took on me. It ultimately cost me my job, my health and perhaps even my
sanity as I landed myself in a psychiatric hospital for five days and five nights. I
had found my purpose, but had I lost my mind? The Intrapreneur is a call to action
for a new breed of social activist working within, about to join or completely
disillusioned by today’s business world - to be the change you want to see in your
company. So my message is a simple one. If you feel that description applies to
you, either change company or better still, change the company you’re in – for the
better. If we strive to create the organisations we desire to work in, which build the
societies we want to live in, then we’ll be helping not only ourselves and our
colleagues, but the world as a whole. Join us today.

Ungifted
Discover 10 Essential Ways to Make the Most of Your Time "Time is money," as the
saying goes, but most of us never feel we have enough of either. In Master Your
Time, Master Your Life, internationally acclaimed productivity expert and
bestselling author Brian Tracy presents a brilliant new approach to time
management that will help you gain control of your time and accomplish far more,
faster and more easily than you ever thought possible. Drawing on the latest
research in productivity science and Tracy's decades of expertise, this
breakthrough program allocates time into ten categories of priority--including
strategic planning/goal setting, people and family, income improvement,
rest/relaxation, and even creative time--and reveals the best techniques for
focusing on each effectively. By thoughtfully applying the principles in Master Your
Time, Master Your Life, you'll not only achieve greater results and reach your goals
more quickly and successfully, you'll also have more time to devote to what you
truly love.

Summary - Grit
From the New York Times best-selling author of How Children Succeed, an
essential handbook of “informative and effective methods to help children
overcome issues and thrive at home and in school”*—now including sixteen new
infographics! In How Children Succeed, Paul Tough introduced us to research
showing that personal qualities like perseverance, self-control, and
conscientiousness play a critical role in children’s success. Now, in Helping
Children Succeed, Tough takes on a new set of pressing questions: What does
growing up in poverty do to children’s mental and physical development? How
does adversity at home affect their success in the classroom, from preschool to
high school? And what practical steps can the adults who are responsible for them
take to improve their chances for a positive future? Tough once again encourages
us to think in a new way about the challenges of childhood. Mining the latest
research in psychology and neuroscience, he provides us with insights and
strategies for a new approach to childhood adversity, one designed to help many
more children succeed. * (Kirkus Reviews)

The 80/20 Manager
In this must-read book for anyone striving to succeed, pioneering psychologist
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Angela Duckworth shows parents, educators, athletes, students, and business
people-both seasoned and new-that the secret to outstanding achievement is not
talent but a focused persistence called "grit." Why do some people succeed and
others fail? Sharing new insights from her landmark research on grit, MacArthur
“genius” Angela Duckworth explains why talent is hardly a guarantor of success.
Rather, other factors can be even more crucial such as identifying our passions and
following through on our commitments.Drawing on her own powerful story as the
daughter of a scientist who frequently bemoaned her lack of smarts, Duckworth
describes her winding path through teaching, business consulting, and
neuroscience, which led to the hypothesis that what really drives success is not
“genius” but a special blend of passion and long-term perseverance. As a professor
at the University of Pennsylvania, Duckworth created her own “character lab” and
set out to test her theory. Here, she takes readers into the field to visit teachers
working in some of the toughest schools, cadets struggling through their first days
at West Point, and young finalists in the National Spelling Bee. She also mines
fascinating insights from history and shows what can be gleaned from modern
experiments in peak performance. Finally, she shares what she’s learned from
interviewing dozens of high achievers-from JP Morgan CEO Jamie Dimon to the
cartoon editor of The New Yorker to Seattle Seahawks Coach Pete Carroll.
Winningly personal, insightful, and even life-changing, Grit is a book about what
goes through your head when you fall down, and how that-not talent or luck-makes
all the difference.

The Intrapreneur
Grit by Angela Duckworth | Summary & Analysis Preview: In Grit: The Power of
Passion and Perseverance, Angela Duckworth discusses her research into the
characteristics of successful people. She argues that innate talent is less important
to success than the willingness to persevere despite difficulty and initial failure.
People tend to believe that innate ability is the most important determinant of
success and achievement. However, IQ tests and other measures of supposedly
natural talent are poor predictors of performance. On the other hand,
questionnaires designed to measure perseverance and determination correlate
these qualities with success. Hard workers with determination can succeed even in
fields like math, which students usually regard as dominated by people with talent
or genius. Grit itself is not a fixed characteristic. Rather, it is a trait that can be
learned and cultivated. Individuals can build grit by focusing on their own passions
and by cutting out activities or goals that distract from more central endeavors…
PLEASE NOTE: This is key takeaways and analysis of the book and NOT the original
book. Inside this Instaread Summary of Grit: · Overview of the Book · Important
People · Key Takeaways · Analysis of Key Takeaways About the Author With
Instaread, you can get the key takeaways, summary and analysis of a book in 15
minutes. We read every chapter, identify the key takeaways and analyze them for
your convenience.

Summary: ''grit'' a Comprehensive Summary - The Power of
Passion & Perseverance
One of Time Magazine's Must-Read Books of 2019 An award-winning journalist
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shows how workplace diversity initiatives have turned into a profoundly misguided
industry--and have done little to bring equality to America's major industries and
institutions. Diversity has become the new buzzword, championed by elite
institutions from academia to Hollywood to corporate America. In an effort to
ensure their organizations represent the racial and ethnic makeup of the country,
industry and foundation leaders have pledged hundreds of millions of dollars to
commission studies, launch training sessions, and hire consultants and diversity
czars. But is it working? In Diversity, Inc., award-winning journalist Pamela Newkirk
shines a bright light on the diversity industry, asking the tough questions about
what has been effective--and why progress has been so slow. Newkirk highlights
the rare success stories, sharing valuable lessons about how other industries can
match those gains. But as she argues, despite decades of handwringing, costly
initiatives, and uncomfortable conversations, organizations have, apart from a few
exceptions, fallen far short of their goals. Diversity, Inc. incisively shows the vast
gap between the rhetoric of inclusivity and real achievements. If we are to deliver
on the promise of true equality, we need to abandon ineffective, costly measures
and commit ourselves to combatting enduring racial attitudes

The 100 Best Business Books of All Time
UNLOCK THE KEY TO SUCCESS WITH JP MORGAN'S BEST SUMMER READ OF 2018 In
this must-read for anyone seeking to succeed, pioneering psychologist Angela
Duckworth takes us on an eye-opening journey to discover the true qualities that
lead to outstanding achievement. Winningly personal, insightful and powerful, Grit
is a book about what goes through your head when you fall down, and how that –
not talent or luck – makes all the difference. ‘Impressively fresh and original’ Susan
Cain

Transcend
A large number of managers - especially in these difficult times - feel completely
overwhelmed. Their inboxes are overflowing, they constantly struggle to finish
their to-do lists and they stay at work longer than they would like to, leaving little
time for the things that really matter. Luckily there is a way for managers to enjoy
work and build a successful and fulfilling career without stress or long hours. In his
bestselling book The 80/20 Principle, Richard Koch showed readers how to put the
80/20 Principle - the idea that 80 per cent of results come from just 20 per cent of
effort - into practice in their personal lives. Now he demonstrates the few things
you need to do in the workplace to multiply the results you achieve. By applying
the strategies outlined in The 80/20 Manager, you will: - Put in fewer hours than
your colleagues yet never be short of time - Learn to focus only on the issues that
really matter, and ignore those that don't - Achieve exceptional results by working
less hard - Feel successful every day

No Shortcuts to the Top
PLEASE NOTE: This is a summary, analysis and review of the book and not the
original book. In Angela Duckworth's New York Times bestselling book Grit: The
Power of Passion and Perseverance, she offers a systematic approach to finding
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success that discards the antiquated concept being "gifted" and instead focuses on
rewarding hard work and cultivating the GRIT to push through adversity. This
FastReads Summary & Analysis offers supplementary material to Grit to help you
distill the key takeaways, review the book's content, and further understand the
writing style and overall themes from an editorial perspective. Whether you'd like
to deepen your understanding, refresh your memory, or simply decide whether or
not this book is for you, FastReads Summary & Analysis is here to help. Absorb
everything you need to know in under 20 minutes! What does this FastReads
Summary & Analysis Include? Executive Summary of the original book Key
Takeaways Chapter-by-chapter synopses Exposition & Analysis Original Book
Summary Overview In her book Grit: The Power of Passion and Perseverance,
author Angela Duckworth brings our attention to this lesser-known psychological
trait called grit. Grit has two components: passion and perseverance. Passion
means having enduring interest in the job you are doing. Perseverance means
being persistent and never giving up. In the book, Duckworth shows how grit is
important in understanding the psychology of achievement. BEFORE YOU BUY: The
purpose of this FastReads Summary & Analysis is to help you decide if it's worth
the time, money and effort reading the original book (if you haven't already).
FastReads has pulled out the essence-but only to help you ascertain the value of
the book for yourself. This analysis is meant as a supplement to, and not a
replacement for, Grit.

Summary of Grit
"God honors a beautiful blend of gift and grit! He gives the gift, and He expects us
to have the grit to practice and learn how to use it effectively." ~ Beth Moore Do
you often get surprised how some people keep focussed on their life's purpose
despite facing numerous setbacks? Do you wonder how the high-achievers
overcome the toughest situations of life with resilience and determination without
a flinch? Ever thought, what's something that makes these people extra-ordinary?
Do they have more IQ? Are they more emotionally intelligent? Do they always have
more resources, or better circumstances or abilities? No, none of them can 100%
guarantee your long-term success. Then what's the deal? What works? It is GRIT.
It's their perseverance and passion to stay focused for very long time that makes
them achieve their life's goal. It's their GRIT that makes them extraordinary. And
the good news! GRIT is a choice. It's not something that comes from your genes
unlike your IQ or other factors. You can CHOOSE it. Unfortunately there is no
scientific formula that leads to building grit, but here is an approach to build grit
based on growth mindset, as Angela Duckworth, the grit researcher and Carol
Dweck, the mindset researcher propounded. And that's what "The Gift of Grit" has
to offer you. The Gift of Grit will not only elaborate how Grit is the strongest
predictor of success, it will teach you the practical steps to develop a growth
mindset & belief system that will pave the way to build a Gritty YOU. Learn How
Growth Mindset is the Path to Building Grit. Uncover neuroscience research
showing how growth mindset and grit literally alters the brain portions and neuron
connections that triggers the way to achieving your long-term goals. How to get rid
of 5 toxic mindsets that kill your grit . Step-By-Step Approach to Building Personal
Grit How ABCDE Principle helps you to entirely change your perspective even in
the most adverse life situations Understand 40% Rule to develop mental toughness
and resilience. Learn about "Hard Thing Rule" to develop your grit on everyday
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basis. Empower your Belief Systems How the power of beliefs can create superachievers like Albert Einstein, and Roger Bannister Unlock the effective ways to
strengthen and rewire your entire belief system to mould you journey to success.
Discover the mental training tips and tricks to effectively deal with setbacks and
adversities Former US president, Calvin Coolidge once aptly said: "Nothing in this
world can take the place of persistence. Talent will not: nothing is more common
than unsuccessful men with talent. Genius will not; unrewarded genius is almost a
proverb. Education will not: the world is full of educated derelicts. Persistence and
determination alone are omnipotent." The Gift of Grit is for anyone and everyone
who is sincere about achieving their long-term goals. Whether you're a student, an
entrepreneur, an employee or a stay at home parent nurturing kids, grit is the
ultimate gift that you can give yourself to design your destiny. So don't wait
anymore Give Yourself the gift of GRIT and Achieve Your Life Goals with the power
of Passion and Perseverance

Grit - Summarized for Busy People: The Power of Passion and
Perseverance: Based on the Book by Angela Duckworth
Summary and Analysis of Grit by Angela Duckworth
Love 2.0
UNLOCK THE KEY TO SUCCESSIn this must-read for anyone seeking to succeed,
pioneering psychologist Angela Duckworth takes us on an eye-opening journey to
discover the true qualities that lead to outstanding achievement. Winningly
personal, insightful and powerful, Grit is a book about what goes through your
head when you fall down, and how that - not talent or luck - makes all the
difference.'Impressively fresh and original' Susan Cain

SUMMARY: Grit: The Power of Passion and Perseverance: by
Angela Duckworth | The MW Summary Guide
And that claim is backed up by new research from MacArthur Fellowship Award
winner and University of Pennsylvania psychologist Angela Duckworth, among
others. Not everyone is blessed with exceptional intelligence or wins the gene
lottery. But the good news is that you can excel beyond your wildest dreams in
your career and your personal life-success is within your grasp-through the right
attitude and determination. The authors personally know of what they are writing
about. They grew up in the Bronx, with no money or connections. But through dint
of hard work and perseverance, they rose to the top of the advertising world, as
CEO and president, respectively, of the Kaplan Thaler Group and Publicis USA,
creating and orchestrating world-famous advertising campaigns such as the Aflac
duck and Clairol Herbal Essence. In their meetings with executives from around the
world, they have seen firsthand the power of grit in helping women and men
advance in their careers. In Grit to Great, they offer a rich narrative from the front
lines of business on the impact determination, hard work, and focused attention
have on getting ahead, whether you are an entry-level new hire or a seasoned
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veteran eager to advance your career. Written in the same entertaining and
compelling fashion that made The Power of Nicea national bestseller, they offer a
wealth of strategies and research on how to turn potential into performance, and
how to compete-and win-against anyone, no matter how smart or connected they
may be. Grit to Greatis the perfect gift for any friend, employee, or graduating
student about to enter the job market. It turns out there is a secret to success-and
it's one each and every one of us has complete control over. This book shows you
how to reallyget ahead. So, let's get to work.

Grit for Kids
The author of Permission Marketing and Purple Cow shares insights into knowing
when to support or fight corporate systems, explaining how to recognize and drop
defunct practices to protect profits, job security, and professional satisfaction.

How Children Succeed
Questions the origin, meaning and cultural importance of keeping one day a week
holy through an exploration of ritual, religious law and the communitarian way of
life in our modern, workaholic, increasingly secular world.

Summary of Grit: The Power of Passion and Perseverance by
Grit: The Power of Passion and Perseverance by Angela Duckworth | Book
Summary | Readtrepreneur (Disclaimer: This is NOT the original book. If you're
looking for the original book, search this link http://amzn.to/2vD1NDD) Is success
all talent? What do the successful people have that allows them to achieve their
goals? This book Grit teaches us that success is not all talent. To have the talent is
an essential factor and it will give you the edge over others who don't, but more
importantly, you need the grit to see things through. (Note: This summary is wholly
written and published by readtrepreneur.com It is not affiliated with the original
author in any way) "Grit is living life like it's a marathon, not a sprint." - Angela
Duckworth Author Angela Duckworth was a math teacher to seventh graders
before she went on to study about Grit and she has discovered a valuable insight
from her experience: that grit is a predictor of success. Find out how gritty you are,
how you can become a grittier individual, and how you can influence other people
to become more gritty and have a higher chance at success. P.S. This book has
something for everyone to learn from; regardless if you're a teacher, a parent, or
an aspiring individual who seeks to better himself. You will learn to see things in a
different light and understand how successful people came to be. The Time for
Thinking is Over! Time for Action! Scroll Up Now and Click on the "Buy now with
1-Click" Button to Get A Copy Sent to Your Doorstep Right Away! Why Choose Us,
Readtrepreneur? Highest Quality Summaries Delivers Amazing Knowledge
Awesome Refresher Clear And Concise Disclaimer Once Again: This book is meant
for a great companionship of the original book or to simply get the gist of the
original book. If you're looking for the original book, search for this link:
http://amzn.to/2vD1NDD

Grit
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World-renowned Stanford University psychologist Carol Dweck, in decades of
research on achievement and success, has discovered a truly groundbreaking ideathe power of our mindset. Dweck explains why it's not just our abilities and talent
that bring us success-but whether we approach them with a fixed or growth
mindset. She makes clear why praising intelligence and ability doesn't foster selfesteem and lead to accomplishment, but may actually jeopardize success. With the
right mindset, we can motivate our kids and help them to raise their grades, as
well as reach our own goals-personal and professional. Dweck reveals what all
great parents, teachers, CEOs, and athletes already know: how a simple idea about
the brain can create a love of learning and a resilience that is the basis of great
accomplishment in every area.

Summary Analysis Of Grit
In Grit: The Power of Passion and Perseverance, Angela Duckworth discusses her
research into the characteristics of successful people. She argues that innate talent
is less important to success than the willingness to persevere despite difficulty and
initial failure.People tend to believe that innate ability is the most important
determinant of success and achievement. However, IQ tests and other measures of
supposedly natural talent are poor predictors of performance. On the other hand,
questionnaires designed to measure perseverance and determination correlate
these qualities with success. Hard workers with determination can succeed even in
fields like math, which students usually regard as dominated by people with talent
or genius.Grit itself is not a fixed characteristic. Rather, it is a trait that can be
learned and cultivated. Individuals can build grit by focusing on their own passions
and by cutting out activities or goals that distract from more central endeavors.
Grit can also be built through positive reinforcement. People who are taught that
hard work can lead to success are more likely to put in hard work and to be
successful.Parents and teachers can also encourage grit. Extracurricular activities,
which help children to focus on their passions and to achieve concrete goals, can
help build perseverance. Cultures or communities that focus on hard work and
positive achievement, like some sports teams, can also enhance the grit of team
members and participants.Grit is not just about success; it is also about fulfillment.
Hard work in pursuit of passion is exciting and satisfying. Determined people not
only succeed, but attain personal satisfaction even when they experience setbacks
or failure. The study of grit is therefore vital to individual happiness as well as
individual achievement.

Mindset - Updated Edition
Teach your kids to develop Grit, that combination of passion, purpose, and
perseverance that has been identified as a key to success!SECOND EDITION:
Contains new chapters explaining Grit, why you should develop it, questions to ask
your kids, additional resources, and much more.. "Our potential is one thing. What
we do with it is quite another." ― Angela Duckworth, Grit: The Power of Passion
and PerseveranceEveryone has heard of Grit. It's that unique combination of
passion and perseverance that has been identified as a key to success. But while
much has been written on how to develop these attributes for adults, there hasn't
been much practical advice on how to develop grit in children.Your kids are the
most important people in your lives. In this increasingly competitive and confusing
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world they need you to help them be their best. They need you to guide them in
developing traits for success and happiness.Grit for Kids will teach you how to help
your child to develop their own grit in just 16 easy-to-follow chapters. Each one
contains real stories of real kids facing common situations, proven steps to take in
these situations, and the outcomes after the steps were taken. Your son or
daughter will confidently be able to: DevelopDiscover what they're really
interested in pursuing; belief in their skills; ability to overcome negativity; desire to
learn more about everything; ability to bounce back after a setback; capability to
defend their beliefs and opinions.ManageAbility to recognize and control emotional
outbursts; recognize small vs. big problems and keep them in perspective;
recognize their unique strengths and weaknesses; be appreciative of differences in
people; learn to right the wrongs they may have caused to others.Plan Define goals
related to their passion; break the goals into small achievable tasks; follow the
process of completing tasks; set milestones for achieving a goal; celebrate when a
milestone is reached; apply lessons learned from a setback; persevere in achieving
goals.GrowAchieve conviction in their beliefs; learn to apply ethical and moral
behavior; cultivate a desire for a deeper understanding of issues; acquire healthy
habits for their body and mind. What you will be able to do: Inspire your kids to
discover what they're passionate about Teach methods to manage their emotions
Show how to downplay negativity and increase optimism Explain steps to teach
respect for themselves and others Impart ways to help them develop goals
consistent with their passions Demonstrate methods for planning to achieve their
goals Explain how to teach them to stay the course Prepare them for setbacks or
negative outcomes Teach how to learn from their mistakes and apply these lessons
Reveal techniques to improve their decision making Apply methods to keep them
at optimal health Model yourself as an example in perseverance and resilience

The Sabbath World
The Hidden Brain
A Complete Summary of GritIn the book Grit: The Power of Passion and
Perseverance, author Angela Duckworth brings our attention to this lesser-known
psychological trait called grit. Grit has two components: passion and perseverance.
Passion means having enduring interest in the job you are doing. Perseverance
means being persistent and never giving up. In the book, Duckworth shows how
grit is important in understanding the psychology of achievement.The Grit Scale,
which measures an individual's grit score, correctly predicted which cadets at West
Point would pass the Beast Barracks, which National Spelling Bee participants
would advance to the next rounds, and which sales people would be able to retain
their jobs.The book also discusses how talent gets overemphasized, whereas grit
gets underemphasized. When we place more emphasis on talent, we ignore
everything else, including effort. In a natural vs. striver situation, we are most
likely to favor the naturally gifted person, thus leading to the naturalness bias.
Duckworth argues that effort counts twice. A talent with no effort is just unmet
potential. She shows that how, with the addition of effort, talent becomes skill, and
skill when put to a productive use becomes achievement.Here Is A Preview Of
What You Will Get: In Grit: The Power of Passion and Perseverance, you will get a
full understanding of the book. In Grit , you will get an analysis of the book. In Grit ,
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you will get some fun multiple choice quizzes, along with answers to help you learn
about the book. Get a copy, and learn everything about Grit .
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